
exposures 10 and 1 1 obtained at 9 and 
9.30 UT, respectively, did not depict the 
Spacecraft at all, probably because 
most of the satellite surfaces seen from 
La Slla were In shadow. 

3. The Deadband Violation of 
OLYMPUS 
In the sequence of exposures ob- 

tained between April 17 and 20, 1991, a 
So-called longitude deadband violation 
Of OLYMPUS was documented by 
chance (see Figs. a-f). It occurred be- 
cause of altitude controt problems due 
to onbaard sensor errors. For cornpad- 
Son on April 10 and 11, 1991, all four 
spacecraft were positioned within their 
Control boxes (see Figs. 2a, b). On April 

17,1991, OLYMPUS was already about 
to pass its eastern longitude limit (see 
Fig. 24. It entered the neighbouring TDF 
control box and can be seen between 
TDF-I and TDF-2 on April 1 8,1991 (see 
Fig. 2d), end even east of both TOFs on 
April 19, 1991 (Fig. 28). The following 
day it drifted back to its nominal control 
box (see Fig. 2f) where It was found 
insids agah on April 22, 1991 (see 
Fig. 1). Fortunately, thls "excursion" of 
OLYMPUS out of its control box has 
caused no hazard to the neighbwring 
TDFs. However, the control centres cer- 
tainly try to avoid such contingencies 
during normal operations, in particular 
for colocated spacecraft like the quartat 
at 19 deg West. 

The astrometric plates obtained on 
the geostationary satellites can be used 

to measure the angular distances be- 
tween the spacecraft. These angles can 
be transformed Into projected Inter- 
satellite d&ances in kilometem with an 
accuracy of less than I km in geosta- 
tionary orbit. This is at least of the order 
or even better than the accuracy of the 
proximity check using radio tracking 
data. merefore, the optical observa- 
tions may be useful as an addldonal 
check for the orbital proximity calcula- 
tions of wloeated gmshttonary 
satellites. 
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Mini-Workshop on Large-Size CCDs at ESO 
S. D'ODORICO, T. DUCROS, 0. I WERT and R. REISS, €SO 

Which is the maximum size of a high- 
quality scientific CCD detector that in- 
dustry can now deliver? How can the 
UV-blue quantum efficiency of the de- 
vices be enhanced? What are tho best 
design approaches and the limiting per- 
formance of CCD controlle~? These 
questions are puzzling engineers and 
Scientists who have to do with the d d -  
nition, design and procurement of the 
detectors and thdr control systems for 
astronomical applications. Projects like 
the Instruments for the ESO Very Large 
Telescope stress the need of devices of 
large dze and state-of-the-art perfor- 
mance In order to take full advantage of 
h e  larger collecting area of the tele- 
scopes. To focus on these o p n  ques- 
tions and to obtain a snapshot of this 
fast developing ff eld, ESO organized on 
June 18th and 19th in Garching a mini- 
Workshop on "Large Size CCD". Invited 
were representatives from European 
groups with a proven experience in this 
field, a few experts from overseas and 
speakers of CCD manufacturers with an 
i n t m  in the astronomy market. The 
workshop was organized in three sec- 
tfons dedicated to CCD Controllers, 
CCD Operation/Testing/Design and fi- 
nally to Presentations from industry. The 
workshop programme (see box) gives 
titles and authors of the tatks whereas 
the paragraphs below summarize status 
and highlights of the various topics, as 
seen through the (possibly) biased eyes 
of the authors. 

In the fleld of CCD CONTROLLERS, a 

variety of systems have been developed tile dominating part as far what con- 
at different observatories wlth the aim of cerns the final quality of the signal pro- 
optimjzing those operating parameters cessing and the CCD scientific data. 
which are of relevance for the astronom- The intrinsic CCD read-out noise has 
ical applications. been significantly irnprovd in the last 

The analog section of the control ter is years due to the progress in the semi- 
beside the intrinsic quality of the CCD conductor technotogy and thls devetop- 

PRESENTATIONS AT THE ESO CCD WORKSHOP 
F. Bortoletto, Obs. of Padova: "AcWty of the Italian CCD working group" 

J. Bregman, Radiostwewacht, Dwingeloo: "Perfmance of CCD controller systems 
built for the 4.2-m WHT at La Palma" 

P. Miiller, Unlverslty of Bonn: "Flexible CCD Controller for BOCCIA" 

C. Can, CEA Saclay: 'A high performance rnlcmsequencerbased on logic cdl maysn 
R. Relss, ESO Garching: " P w n t  and future CCD contmllm at SO" 
A. Blecha, Obs. de Genbve: "High level Interactive control using the CCD with asmall 

tetascope" 
K. Relf, Universlty d Bonn: "BOCCIA: the Bonn CCD imaging and analysing project" 
M. Roth, Munich Universlty Obs.: "PhotomeMc CCD test facility and t e l m p e  

slrnulatw" 
P. Jorden, RGO, Cambridge: 'The operation of large EEV CCDs on the WHT at 

La Palma" 
J. Geary, Harward Smithsonian Obs.: "Cusfom deslgn of CCDsforastronomyV 
R. F. Nielsen, Copenhagen University Ms.: "CCD development at Copenhagen 

University Obs." 

J. Geaty, Haward Smlthsonlan Obs.: "Thlnnlng of LargeCCDsn 
G. Wecklw, EQ & &, U.S.A.: "EG & G Retieon's commitment to scientific imagers- 

present and future stabw 

A. Jutant, Thornson, France: "TMS' CCD produetian and large CCDs" 
U. Fiedler, Tektronix, Germany: "Status of the Tektronik TK 2048 imagers" 

R. Bredthauer, LOR& U.S.A.: " m e  area astrormmbal imagers at LOR4Lm 
F. J. Pool, E N ,  U.K.: "Recent developments of CCDs at EEV" 



In the section dedicated to CCD OP- 
ERATIOWESTINWDESIGN, the pre- 
sentations of J. Geary from the Harvard 
Smithsonian Center provided updated 
information on two areas of crucial Im- 
portance. Speaking about "Custom De- 
sign of CCDs for Astronomy", Geary 
pointed out that in the past the design of 
astronomical instruments had always to 
adapt to the light-sensitive area format 
and pixel size of commercially available 
CCD detectors. The development of 
custom-designed CCOs with guaran- 

1 
teed performance by the industry resutts 
in relatively high costs. Lack of the 
sophisticated design equipment need4 
for the work made it impossible for the 
customers to contribute in an active way 
to the CCD layout work. Through a col- 
laboration with R. Bredthauer of Loral 
(formerly Ford Aerospace) a new ap- 
proach for CCD custom design has now 
been successfully made, where custom- 
er and industry share part of the design 
and test work as well as the fabrication 
risk. Due to the re~etitive structure of 

Rgure 1: How to maxlmize the CCD sensitive area out of a IO-crn wafer: this photograph - 
' 

CCD light sensitive areas, the design 

courtesy d Ralph Rorentin Nielsen - shows a lPcm silicon wafer by L o r d  (formerly Ford of the actual CCD semiconductor 
Aerospace) containing four 2048*, 15-pm buttable CCDs to sawing. The CCD layout by layout can be done for a single fraction 
J. Geary of the Haward Smilhsonien Center for Astrophflics Includes four 2888 x 512-ldrn of the CCD structure by the potential 
CCDs for spectmcopic applications in the free space of the w8fw. user himself on a commonly used IBM 

corn pati ble PC with Autocad Software. 

ment has forced a requirement on the 
analog chain to be based on circuitry 
design with a 1 electron equivalent 
noise. Overall system noise levels of 
3-4 electrons have now been reached 
In optimal operating conditions at vari- 
ous observatories, approaching with 
CCDs the performance of photon- 
counting detectors. In spite of various 
developments concerning analog driv- 
ers and video circuitry, there has been a 
relative standardization of the principles 
of the video signal processing. Improve- 
ments are still to be expected by the use 
of improved components and carefully 
tuning of the analog modutes. 

Concerning the digital controller sec- 
tion the current systems (e. g. the VME- 
based €SO system) are routinely 
operating at a good level of reliability. 
Main disadvantages are their hardware 
complexity and a high power consump- 
tion, besides a great variety of some- 
times not standardized interfaces to the 
host computer. Facing the challenge of 
telescope arrays like ESO's VLT, the 
retiability of each CCD system has to be 
improved drastically in order to ensure 
the operation of multiple systems at the 
various foci and telescopes. 

A way to reach this aim and to im- 
prove at the same time many other 
features of the CCD control system is 

the use of Digital Signal Processors 
(DSPs) and Tmsputers VPs) which 
have become cornmerciall y available 
during the last few years. Basically be- 
ing a special species of mieropro- 
cessors, TPs offer an increased capabil- 
ity of standard links to the outside world, 
e.g. the host computers, a low power 
consumption and less complexity of the 
surrounding digital circuitry. Moreover, 
they can also be used to collect and 
optionally preprocess large amounts of 
digital video data, The higher flexibility 
simplifies the implementation of multiple 
windows/binning, CCD mosaic opera- 
tion, and total software control of all 
static and dynamic CCD voltages. 
These integrated devices are now es- 
tablished from different companies with 
standardized interfaces and seem to be 
well suited in leading to very small, light- 
weighted and reliable systems possibly 
attached to the CCD cryostats. Several 
observatories (RGO, Cerro Tololo, 
Padova and ESO) have now controllers 
based on Transputers at various stages 
of development. Unlike the other groups 
which are using TPs combined with 
conventional digitat circuitry, ESO cur- 
rently investigates the use of a com- 
bined system of TPs and DSPs. This 
system aims at combining the interface 
advantages of TPs and the quick, ex- 

During this design work it is possible to 
create or to borrow all the unique struc- 
tures of the CCD (output amps, bus 
inputs, pixel cell). Useful is here the 
cooperation among potential users with 
their own design libraries. The resulting 
file is then transferred to the CCO 
manufacturer now acting more like a 
simple CCD foundry, who can edit the 
file with a standard text editor and intro- 
duces some replication factors for the 
repetitive parts (pixels, phase struc- 
tures). The file (now containing the 
whole CCD structure) is finally con- 
verted into a CAD File for lithography 
with reticle masks. After the CCD pro- 
duction on the wafers the testing effort 
is again shared between the customer 
and the manufacturer, with the latter 
doing the basic on-wafer electrical test- 
ing while the flrst carries out the time- 
consuming image and full performance 
tests. When the wafer quality is high and 
the manufacturing process clean and 
well tested, one wafer run can produce 
a relatively large amount of useful de- 
vices at a low cost and with a reason- 
able manpower investment. 

A few runs of custom-designed waf- 
ers have been successfully completed 
at Loral. The Danish CCD gmup coordl- 
nated by Johannes Andersen has 
shared the costs of one of these runs 
and is expected to receive the first 
CCDs by the end of the year. An exam- 



pie of a custom designd CCD wafer is 
shown in Figure 1. 

What is the major drawback of cus- 
tom designed CCDs7 With d l  their inter- 
esflng advantages, they remain front 
illuminated devices with no sensitivity In 
the astronomically very important UV- 
blue spectFal reglon. In his second talk 
at the workshop, J. Geary dbcussed the 
Problem of CCD thinning and the com- 
Panies/taboratories who have aoquiw 
experience In this field. Various 
mhanlcal/chemical processes of 
whole wafer or single cut CCD thinning 
have been used with d i ren t  degrees 
of success. RCA more than ten years 
ago, TeMronix, EG&G Reticon, mom- 
son and EEV in the recent past have all 
successfully produced thinned devices 

. with enhanced UY-blue sensitivity. Tek- 
tronlx seems at present to be the only 
one who regularly masters the process 
on devices as large as 50 x 50 mm. Thin- 
ning experiments are a h  carried out at 
the CCD Lab of Mike Lesser at Steward 
Observatory, at the lab of Danbury Optl- 
Cal Systems and at the David Samoff 
Research Center. These are potential 
addresses for CCD customers with a 
batch of printed wafers to thin, but the 
rate of success and the cost of the 
Process are still not well defined, 

The final session was dedicated to the 

PRESENTATIONS FROM INDUSTRY. 
The participants had the opportunity to 
hear reports on the latest products from 
most of the mdor manufacturers of sci- 
entific CCDs, as shown in the list of talks 
on page 43. On the size of CCDs, the 
trend is clearly dominated by the need 
to maxlmize the number of devbes 
which can be fMed on 10 cm wafers to 
reduce the costs. This explains the 
success of the 2048~, 15-p-pixel for- 
mat which allows to squeeze 4 devices 
on one wafer as shown In Figure 1. Im- 
proved performance was also reported 
due to the progress In microchannel 
technology fur a high CTE at very low 
light levels and the Ughtly Doped Drain 
(LDD) on-chip preamplifier for lower 
noise and higher gain. 

On the performance of CCDs that a 
potential customer can get now off-the- 
shelves of indu8try, we suggest to con- 
tact the commercial agents of the corn- 
panbs. As a pdsional guldellne, we 
give below a summary of the situation 
as obtained from our notes on the pre 
sentations and the date s h W  distrl- 
but& at the workshop. 
EG& G has obtained good wsults 

with 'I 200 x 400, 27-pm-pixel thinned 
devices and is currently redesigning thm 
chip support for Improved flatness. 

Thornson CSF has produced thinned 

The Use of Photography in Astronomy: 
Some Thoughts about Schmidt Telescope Wide-Field Work 

R. M. WEST, ESO 

1. Introduction 
During the past decade, a revolution 

has taken place in the field of astronomi- 
cal detector techniques, and astmnom- 
ers all over the world are profiting from 
new digital devices like CCDs and 
photon-counting detectors. Indeed, it 
might appear that photography, previ- 
ously so widely used in astronomy, wilt 
soon be a thing of the past in profes- 
sional work, no longer of any value in 
front-line investigations. 

bong the various types of ground- 
based astronomical Instruments now in 
use, none has been more intimately 
connected to the development of lrn- 
Proved photographic methods over the 
Past decades than the large Schmidt 
telescopes. The future of the photo- 
graphic detector in astronomy is there- 
fore Iargely dependent on its useful ap- 
plication at Schmidt telescopes. In this 

artlcle 1 shall explore a question that is 
now being posed at many obser- 
vatories: is it reasonable to continue to 
use photographic plates In Schmidt te- 
lescopes or has the time come to alm at 
a rapid implementation of CCD tech- 
niques, also here7 

In this connection, it should be r e  
membered that "an astronomical insttu- 
ment is only as good as the scientific 
resuks /? producesn. This maxim Is not 
always kept in mind and around the 
world there are quite a few examples of 
"seniof telescopes with associated 
methodology which for sentimental or 
traditional reasons continue to be in use, 
long after it has been shown (in other 
places) that their ability to produce good 
science of current relevance has begun 
to decline. Moreover, it is not always 
fully appreciated that It is the science 
resulting from an instrument that defines 

devices in the 5122 format and has 
made plans to develop a 2 OM2, 1 7-pm- 
pixel, 34ge-buttabb, thinned device. 

T-nix announced the availability 
of their 20a2, 24-pm-pixe1, thinned, 
CCD for July 1991. The device is offered 
with a guaranteed performance and it 
appears the only one of this size avail- 
able on short term. The price was not 
named at the workshop, but Tektronix is 
now willing to quote it. 

Richard Bredthauer of the CGD labo- 
ratory of Loral presented their resub on 
CCDs of different formats, like the 
204s2, IS-pm-pixel and the 40*, 
7.5prn devices. 
EEV now delivers front-illuminated 

devices with up to f 242 x 1152 pixels 
(22-pm size) and has announced a 
21 86 x I 152 pixel CCD, buttable on two 
sides. They ako obtained good results 
in Mnning smaller devices. 

Beslde the presentations, the work- 
shop offered many opportunities - in- 
cluding a nice dinner In Munich - to 
discuss the various topics, and to share 
know-how and expertise. We have Uw 
fd lng that the meeting fully met its 
main goals, providing an updating view 
of the subject and favouring the collab- 
oration between the different groups 
and wlth the industrial suppliers. 

its current value in a global context, not 
the technology it employs. 

In addition to the fundamental l i m b  
tions imposed by the funds available In 
any one place, there may of course be 
other, perFectly valid reasons, for in- 
stance long-term continuity of observa- 
tional programmes and the availability of 
well-established calibration systems, 
which makes it advantageous to keep 
using certain telescopes, auxiliary in- 
struments and associated methods, 
aIso well beyond thelr prime years. 
However, In the ideal case, and certainly 
for most front-line research pro- 
grammes, it is clear that failure to adopt 
new and improved technology and ob- 
servational methods will eventually re- 
sult in slower scientific progress and 
ultimately, in falling behind the res t  of 
the world. R is also a question of the real 
cost of the observational data - if from a 


